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This article presents one of the first steps of a project that aims at exploring the diffusion 
patterns of Mediterranean imported goods in Late Iron Age Europe (250–25 BC) and 
the organization of the commercial interactions of these goods. It brings together two 
archeologists and a mathematician in the study of a large inventory of 57,735 Italian 
and Greek imports discovered from England to Serbia. This large amount of new and 
unpublished data is analyzed through the joint use of network analysis tools and formal 
statistical methods. The analysis focuses on detecting patterns in the association of 
imported artifacts that are often found on the same sites. The objectives are to highlight 
groups of imports that may have circulated together and to emphasize regional selec-
tions by local populations. At this stage of the study, two main systems of imports have 
been highlighted used, respectively, in West and Central Europe. Interesting leads that 
will need further investigation include the imports status and the role they played in Celtic 
societies, as acculturated objects or more as objects for acculturation.
Keywords: co-presence analysis, Mediterranean imports, la Tène period, two-mode network, ancient trade, 
cultural contacts
inTrODUcTiOn
The introduction of Mediterranean imports to Latenian Europe is definitely one of the most important 
phenomena of cross-cultural interactions during the late Iron Age. During the last three centuries 
BC, hundreds of thousands of goods were produced in the Italian and Greek peninsulas and spread 
across most of the continent to be exchanged (Picon and Ricq de Boüard, 1989). This major trade 
network is now well documented by archeological discoveries.
This article focuses on the diffusion and reception of Roman and Greek imports identified from 
southern England to Serbia dating between 250 and 25 BC. The aim is to detect groups of exogenous 
artifacts that are recurrently found together, because they were conjointly spread and sold, or because 
they corresponded to selective choice patterns operating in particular regions and sites. This analysis 
stands as an important step in the study of a large inventory of Mediterranean imports in Latenian 
Europe, which provides new elements for the understanding of the supply networks and their evolu-
tion through time and space. This step is based on the use of co-presence matrices to highlight the 
patterns of artifacts associations. The significance of those recurrent associations is evaluated via a 
specific statistical score.
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These matrices provide a valuable example of how network 
formalization of non-relational data can become a tool in the 
study of a large database filled with heterogeneous archeological 
data. The analysis is first developed at the European scale, to 
emphasize the main features from ancient (third century BC) to 
Recent Horizon (first century BC). The second section focuses 
on comparisons between five selected regions across Europe, to 
better perceive regional specificities in the way Latenian popula-
tions imported and consumed the luxury products from faraway 
lands.
hisTOrical BacKgrOUnD
The study concerns the second half of the La Tène Period (LT C 
and D, between 250 and 25 BC). The third century BC marks the 
maximal expansion of the Celtic World, from the British Islands 
to the center of Turkey.
During this time interval, the climate was temperate, even hot 
and dry. There was no longer climatic deterioration, which could 
have unsettled agro-pastoral populations and slowed down trade 
connections.
From the beginning of the third century, the entire Celtic 
World underwent deep transformations, including important 
innovations. Indeed, at their maximum expansion, the Celtic 
societies integrated Greek coins (Gruel, 1989). Simultaneously, 
the development of iron tools helped to provide a more efficient 
and extensive agriculture. For the first time, the new ability to 
cultivate heavy soils allowed Celtic populations to settle in the 
whole landscape (Matterne, 2001; Malrain et  al., 2002). New 
kinds of sites stand for the complexification of Celtic societies 
such as oppida, big urbanized and fortified cities (Collis, 1984; 
Fichtl, 2000), and sanctuaries (Arcelin and Brunaux, 2003). Those 
sites were the symbols of a new hierarchy and landed elite, which 
was firmly rooted in the landscape.
All these internal innovations and developments went along 
with the multiplication of the introduction of imported objects 
from the Mediterranean States. The phenomenon started with 
amphorae and ceramic vessels (Poux, 2004), but the number 
of imported categories rapidly rose. In the first-century BC, 
European populations imported a large amount but also a wide 
variety of Mediterranean goods. The greater part of these imports 
came from the Italic peninsula, going along the major communi-
cation axis “Rhône-Saône-Seine” rivers.
Thus, in two centuries, Celtic societies were deeply transformed 
until they adopted political systems nearly close to archaic states 
(Brun, 1993, in press). The social acknowledgment of the aris-
tocracy was now based on the achievement of land exploitations. 
Also, this fixation of the elites in the landscape helped with the 
setting up of exchange networks, at a large scale.
issUes
In protohistoric studies, we can only rely on archeological facts. 
In our case, we have to deal with the discoveries of imported 
objects, and not so much more, to understand at least a part of the 
economical networks of the La Tène period. We need to closely 
study these imports to be able to merely picture the cargoes, 
the distribution networks, the trade patterns or even the actors 
involved in the transport, delivery, and use.
The project aims at exploring the diffusion patterns of 
Mediterranean imported goods in Latenian Europe and the 
organization of the commercial interactions of those goods. 
Trade modalities should be first examined through preferential 
associations of artifacts that may have spread together or/and 
reflect selective choices of the local buyers. Can we recognize 
standard cargoes or specific orders? Can we perceive differences 
in the choice of artifact sets between regions? The same ques-
tion should be raised about the types of sites. Do those imports 
associations reflect functional or hierarchical distinctions? The 
general assumption would state that the longer a site belongs to 
the highest status, the more important and diverse its amount 
of imports would be. However, some regions are already known 
for having a specific use of certain imports that are dedicated to 
funerary contexts (Metzler et al., 1991). Can we highlight organi-
zation patterns that distinguish types of sites that possess specific 
assemblages of artifacts? We hope that this kind of analysis will 
provide new materials to better understand the organization of 
Mediterranean imports trade and the different roles of the settle-
ments in the diffusion of those products.
Finally, all these issues have to be investigated from a chrono-
logical point of view. Are all those patterns perennial from one 
period to another or can we perceive evolving practices? Time is 
one of the main factors to understand the imports phenomenon, 
the introduction rhythms of these productions, and their integra-
tions in Celtic societies.
This article will mostly focus on identifying those specific 
selections and regional particularisms and see how they seem to 
evolve through time.
Studies about artifacts associations are not new in archeology 
(e.g., Nakoinz, 2013), but have so far focused on objects that 
were produced and circulated inside the area under study. In 
these cases, the diversity of associations mostly relies on differ-
ences in material culture, which could be interpreted in cultural 
specificities. Those differences can possess a relative geographic 
homogeneity and help to highlight cultural borders. In this study, 
however, all the objects that are taken into account were produced 
outside of our area of interest. All of them are imports from 
distant regions. Thus, each of our archeological sites has a priori 
the same chance to contain each of our objects. Here, the diversity 
of assemblages cannot derive from the material culture. It can 
imply cultural choices and selections, but would also highlight 
more clearly the richness of the site and its inclusion inside the 
exchange networks.
cOrPUs
The geographical frame includes 14 countries from western and 
central continental Europe (Figure 1).
All the data used in this study are primarily from the PhD 
thesis of Aurélia Feugnet. It consists of a large inventory of 
Mediterranean imports discovered on archeological sites that are 
situated inside the study area and dating from the third to the first 
century BC. Data were systematically collected from published 
datasets, regional inventories, and already existing databases.
FigUre 1 | Distribution map of the studied sites.
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The final inventory gathers 1,885 sites and 1,914 occupations 
(or phases), and 57,735 objects which are counted in Minimum 
Number of Individuals, which estimates the minimum cor-
responding number of wares from the discovered sherds (Husi, 
2001). This corpus is yet not published.
The imports
In this study, imports are the Greek and Romans items that 
have crossed the cultural frontiers and have finally been dis-
covered in Celtic contexts, after being used by Celtic popula-
tions. This varied corpus of artifacts is divided into 10 groups 
of imported objects: amphorae, ceramic vessels, metal vessels, 
weapons, Greek coins, medical and writing instrumentum, 
pieces of jewelry, Greek alphabet, glass vessels, and art objects. 
They generally belong to the economic sphere. However, in 
some cases, their status can be a little bit hybrid, as coins and 
weapons. About coins, the current hypothesis is that they prob-
ably reached the Celtic world in the form of payment (against 
services as mercenary activities), but this assumption recently 
tends to be denied (Baray, 2014). About weapons, the situation 
is vaguer, and their presence can be the result of many forms of 
contacts (the most widespread hypothesis are gift exchanges, 
diplomatic ties, or war booty). When possible weapons used 
by Romans during the Gallic conquest were excluded from the 
data.
The typology used to study the material as two levels:
 – a coarse level with 10 categories (e.g., amphorae);
 – a fine level with 50 types (e.g., Italic or Iberian amphorae).
All the finds were quantified by the MNI. The majority of the 
57,735 objects belongs to the amphorae group (54,334 individu-
als). It should be noted, however, that 24,000 of them were discov-
ered on the single site of Chalon-sur-Saône (Saône-et-Loire). All 
of them belong to the same type Dressel 1 and are dated from the 
period 3 to 4 of the port area, between 150 and 50 BC.
The sites
The majority of sites belongs to settlements (1,046). Two Hundred 
Forty-five of them are funerary sites, 101 are places of worship, 
205 belong to other types of sites (caves, salt workshops, wrecks, 
etc.), and 317 are of unspecified function.
FigUre 2 | Definition of the three chronological horizons used for the 
study.
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The frame used for this project is deliberately defined as 
geographically vast and chronologically determined to reflect 
the whole Mediterranean imports phenomenon of the La Tène 
period. It should be pointed out, however, that this corpus is far 
from exhaustive. It was only built from the published data, in a 
large area where the state of the research highly differs from one 
region to another.1 Nevertheless, we assume that its considerable 
size already contains some structures that could partly reflect the 
specific features of the imports distribution in La Tène Times.
The biggest difficulty remains in how to deal with the main 
opposition between sites that mainly structure the inventory: 
the enormous amount of amphorae in the western area and its 
near-total absence in central Europe. As amphorae are the major 
component of imports in half of the regions and as their presence 
seems to be structurally essential to understand commercial pat-
terns, it was decided to keep them in the study. The analysis will 
need, however, to look beyond this major pattern to perceive less 
obvious traits and schemes.
The chronology
Working on the Iron Age period needs to deal with several 
regional chronologies that are highly difficult to homogenize 
at the European scale (Barral, 2012; Pierrevelcin, 2012). Some 
Mediterranean imports had a lengthy production lifetime, and we 
do not know how long they could have circulated on the way to 
where they were found. On the other hand, numerous sites were 
occupied during a long period of time and others extended over 
one generation only, and it is not possible to assess the dating on 
which each import arrived and was consumed. As a consequence, 
it is not possible to work with precise chronological steps.
Considering this problem, we decided to keep only the sites 
with a rather short occupation time, defined inside three chrono-
logical horizons (Ancient Horizon, Middle Horizon, and Recent 
Horizon; Figure 2). Those horizons correspond to three intervals 
of time in which the sites taken into account were occupied. It 
means that a site cannot appear on two chronological intervals/
horizons. Sites that were occupied for a longer period, or whose 
occupation overlapped two horizons, were gathered in a fourth 
non-dating horizon. This latter has been equally studied as the 
three others, but its results will not be presented here. Finally, the 
Ancient Horizon concerns only 503 objects for 43 occupations: 
the co-presences observed on this horizon are to uncommon to 
support the type of analysis proposed here. Therefore, this article 
focuses on the Middle and Recent Horizons.
MeThODOlOgY
Formalizing Data: Thinking networks
In most disciplines, networks tools are mobilized to study proper 
relational systems, constructed from physical or social relation-
ships. In that case, networks are given, traceable, and can be 
directly analyzed. However, these kinds of data are rather rare in 
1 We could also add that the data collection is dependent on the country where 
they come from and on the archaeological employed research methods (rescue 
archaeology, archaeological surveys, and quality of the data publications).
archeology except roads and intervisibility networks (Graham, 
2006; Čučković, 2015). But those methods can also be used as 
analysis tools and applied to non-relational archeological data. 
The input data table is extracted from the database into a simple 
table, where the individuals (the sites) are laid out in rows and the 
attributes (the artifacts) in columns (Figure 3A). Each cell gives 
the number of object of type “n” discovered in site “s.”
A network can be constructed from such a table as follows. 
Each object is represented by a node of the network. Similarly, 
each site is represented by a node. Finally, the discovery of an 
object in a site is represented by a link between the corresponding 
nodes of network (Figure 3B; Mercklé, 2004; Brughmans, 2010). 
This construction leads to a so-called 2-mode network: links 
exist only between nodes of the two different categories (in other 
words, there are direct links neither between nodes associated 
to sites nor between nodes associated to objects). It can then be 
projected in two networks of only one category:
 – a 1-mode network of sites that links the sites that possess the 
same artifact (Figure 3C);
 – a 1-mode network of objects that links the artifacts that are 
co-present on the same sites (Figure 3D).
In the both cases, a weight can be added on the link between 
two nodes. In the object network, the link weights stand for the 
numbers of sites on which each pair of artifacts is co-present. 
This objects network enables us to highlight similarities in the 
distribution of some artifacts. It helps to emphasize the ones that 
are frequently found together. In the second case, the weight 
indicates the number of common objects discovered on two sites. 
This sites network brings out sites that look alike in the artifacts 
they contain. It is then possible to work in a geographical space; 
for example, to examine whether the similarities of blends can be 
partly explained by geographical proximities.
Those two network types are just a new formalization of a 
data table (Rossi et al., 2014). This network view gives access to 
a large set of network-specific tools designed to detect underly-
ing structures in the data (Brughmans, 2010). Notice, however, 
that classical statistical methods (e.g., hierarchical clustering or 
multiple correspondence analysis) could also be applied to the 
original data.
FigUre 4 | example of a simple co-presence matrix of objects.
FigUre 3 | From the archeological database to its formalization 
through networks. (a) Simple contigency table of archaeological finds.  
(B) Its visualisation through a 2-mode network. (c) The projection of the 
2-mode network into a 1-mode network of sites linking the sites that possess 
the same artifact. (D) The projection of the 2-mode network into a 1-mode 
network of objects linking the artifacts that are co-present on the same sites.
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co-presence Matrices
As every network, the two presented above can be visualized in 
different ways. The most common is a node-link diagram in which 
each node is represented by a disk and each link by a segment. The 
same network can also be represented by a symmetrical matrix 
(Bertin, 1967), with the same list of entities in rows and columns 
(Figure 4). In an object network, each cell contains the number 
of sites on which the two artifacts in the row and column are 
co-present. In a sites network, it shows the number of objects 
shared by the two sites indicated in row and column.
Node-link diagrams can be useful, especially for small net-
works, i.e., with less than 100 nodes. However, it swiftly becomes 
illegible when handling a lot of data and complex structures, 
contrarily to matrix-based representations (Ghoniem et  al., 
2005). Another bias can easily occur in the interpretation, when 
unaware readers tend to understand the ties in the graph as a 
proper relationship between the actors. An even worse problem 
is the natural tendencies of viewers to interpret the length of 
a link in the node-link diagram as a dissimilarity between the 
linked nodes, while this length is only a by-product of the layout 
algorithm (Fabrikant et al., 2004). When the data under study are 
proper relational data, those tendencies, especially the latter one, 
can lead to misinterpretations. In our context, while the object 
distribution similarity between two sites can say something about 
cultural closeness and unity, it is pointless to directly interpret 
it as a straight social link between them. In addition, viewers 
have also a tendency to follow series of links as a road, leading to 
increase in risks of misinterpretations (Fabrikant et al., 2004). The 
risk of those misinterpretations is far less pronounced when using 
a matrix representation. In addition, the matrix representation 
is valuable for comparison. It allows us to directly highlight the 
main features and their contrast with other matrices.
However, matrix representations are not without specific 
issues. In particular, it is well known that the order in which the 
entities are represented has a strong influence on the legibility of 
the matrices (Bertin, 1967; Henry and Fekete, 2006). This is miti-
gated in the present context by natural orderings for both objects 
(by categories) and sites (via geographical considerations).
It should also be pointed out that co-presence matrices of vari-
ables have already existed in statistics for a long time (Djindjan, 
1991) and are not always linked with network theory and meth-
ods legibility of the matrices. Some archeological studies have 
employed them on their own to help to construct typologies from 
traits associations (Tugby, 1958; Clarke, 1962). They can also be 
used as tools for restructuring the variables of a dataset.
Nevertheless, numerous benefits can be gained from adopting 
a network point of view on co-presence matrices. The original 
2-mode network emphasize the strong links between object and 
site points of view. This allows us switching from one point of 
view to the other to complement an analysis, for instance by 
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listing the sites that contribute to the co-presence of two objects. 
The network view also gives access to a large selection of tools, 
from visualization techniques to automatic structure analysis 
(e.g., Block-modeling).
Several studies are already based on the artifacts co-presence 
to highlight similarities and proximities between sites (Sindbaek, 
2007a,b, 2012, 2013; Brughmans, 2010; Östborn and Gerding, 
2014, 2015; Jennings, 2016). However, even if the two perspec-
tives are highly dependent on each other, only a few studies have 
been interested in the co-occurrences of objects in themselves.
Most of them are based on 2-mode networks linking sites to 
objects or attributes, which are translated onto a network of sites, 
linked by the fact that they possess at least n objects/attributes in 
common. The sites point of view is often preferred because most 
of those works focus on spatial problematics (urbanization, diffu-
sion, and migration), for which it is more informative to represent 
the network in space. In our case, both perspectives (network of 
sites and objects) are meaningful and offer different points of view 
on the system of Mediterranean trade in Latenian Europe. In this 
article, we choose to focus on the artifacts networks and object 
associations. Co-presence matrices will help to highlight groups 
of artifacts that are systematically (or never) found together and 
to compare those associations and oppositions from one period 
and one region to another. We aim to provide a fresh look on an 
already widely studied phenomenon, the complex functioning of 
which, however, is still poorly understood.
adding the significance
As explained earlier, the co-presence matrix corresponds to a 
symmetrical matrix with the same list of artifacts in rows and 
columns. Each cell contains an indication of the number of sites 
on which both the corresponding imports in row and column 
were discovered. A classical way to represent this number of sites 
is to use a gray scale to color the cells (high numbers use dark 
tones, see Figures 6 and 7 for an example).
However, this can be highly misleading as the number of 
co-presence depends strongly on the number of presences. For 
instance, objects that are found on numerous sites will naturally 
be co-present on more sites than rare objects while this might not 
be a statistically sound proof of a clear and voluntary association. 
For example, we would expect to observe that Italic amphorae 
and Campana ceramics are often discovered together, because 
both are the most numerous imports in Western Europe. In a 
simple gray scale representation, we expect the visualization to 
be dominated by such possibly spurious associations. Notice that 
while the problem manifests in the visualization, its roots are 
in the raw co-presence numbers and not a consequence of the 
visualization itself.
To avoid this problem, the co-presences should be related to 
the importance of the diffusion of each object and to the variety 
of objects at each site. The idea is to compare the observed asso-
ciations (that is the observed co-presence numbers) to expected 
co-presences that could be observed if the objects were associated 
to sites at random, while preserving site diversities and object 
popularity. The differences between the actual co-presences and 
the expected ones are represented via color coding. A gray cell 
corresponds to non-significant co-presences. When the number 
of sites where the objects are co-present is significantly high, the 
corresponding cells are colored in red. When this number of sites 
is significantly low, cells are colored in blue.
Interpreting non-significant co-presences is difficult. By 
construction of the significance score, those co-presences could 
be caused by chance, that is by a random association of artifacts 
to sites. Thus, the data support neither a tendency to group the 
artifacts nor a tendency to avoid grouping them during import. 
If other evidences tend to support co-import (or avoidance of 
such), non-significant co-presences do not invalidate them. On 
the contrary, this is more a call for collecting more data to assess 
the significance score with more precision. Details on the method 
are given in Appendix.
The list of artifacts studied in each matrix corresponds to the 
list of objects that were discovered in the whole of Europe at the 
same period. White rows (and columns) correspond to objects 
that are not present in this region, but were found in another 
region at the same period.
It should be noted that the expected number of sites of co-
presence are computed at the regional level to take into account 
differences between regions in terms of number of sites and 
site diversities. This enables to compare directly matrices one 
to another, disregarding regional specificities (such as having a 
large number of sites compared to another region). In particular, 
selection effects at the artifact level should appear clearly when 
comparing a region to Europe (or to another region).
Finally, we have to point out that this kind of matrix is never 
used and studied on its own, but it is always examined in con-
nection with the database to make the counts and the contexts of 
discovery more precise.
resUlTs
We carried the analyzes in two steps: first, we made matrices at 
the European scale, to be able to observe the entire phenomenon, 
and second, we created five macro regions to zoom on strategic 
areas, to better understand regional effects and the complexity of 
the economic structures.
european scale
The following table presents the number of occupations and 
objects for each horizon. One immediately notices a high den-
sification and diversification of the imports from one horizon to 
another, owing to the increase in the amount of data (Figure 5).
As suggested earlier, the Ancient Horizon is not taken into 
account in this analysis.
Middle Horizon: 261 Occupations, 13,769 Objects 
(Including 13,280 Amphorae)
The Middle Horizon exemplifies this diversification with the 
appearance of several new types of imports, as the Greek Alphabet 
and the Roman weapons. As 8 of the 10 categories are now present 
in the database, the co-presence analysis starts to demonstrate its 
usefulness.
The basic visualization of the co-presence matrix indicates that 
most of the coins are discovered alone and seems to never appear 
on the same occupation than other Mediterranean imports 
FigUre 5 | Data statistics per horizon at european scale.
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(Figure  6). One may wonder whether Greek coins imported 
in the Celtic world were systematically not associated with the 
other kinds of material, or if it is just a problem of ancient dis-
coveries and a lack of contextual knowledge. The small number 
of individuals and sites does not allow us to decide. The main 
association concerns the Italic amphorae (6006), the Campana 
ceramic (6010), and the strainers (6041). Those objects appear to 
be the most associated imports discovered on our sites. However, 
they are also the most common. Would their high number be 
sufficient to explain why they are discovered together so often?
This significance matrix (Figure 6) helps us balance this gen-
eral overview of observed co-presence and emphasize the most 
significant ones. It sometimes partly downplays the importance 
of some associations. For example, weapons seemed to be often 
associated with several other categories. However, weapons are 
very rare in the Middle Horizon blends (on 3 sites only and for a 
total of 28 objects). But these three sites are major import centers, 
which explain the numerous co-presences for the weapons cat-
egory with almost all the other groups in the simple co-presence 
matrix. The weapons disappear in the significance matrix. The 
same problem can be raised concerning the pieces of jewelry. 
This means that the observed co-presences are not significantly 
different from what could be observed if weapons and jewelry, 
for instance, were allocated independently at random to the sites. 
In other words, the observed co-presences could have happened 
by chance and not as a consequence of a deliberate association. 
Here, there is no reason to believe that weapons are particularly 
associated with the instrumentum and the pieces of jewelry. This 
example demonstrates the relevance of such visualization.
The matrix also emphasizes the significant trends (in dark red 
and dark blue). Most of them relates to intracategory co-presences, 
which are represented in the diagonal of the matrix. This is the 
case for the ceramic vessel, the instrumentum, the coins, and the 
metallic vessel, some type of which are significantly associated to 
other types of the same category. It is, for example, interesting to 
point out that Ampurian pottery (6,008) and Campana ceramics 
(6,010) are significantly discovered together, even if they are not 
produced in the same part of the Mediterranean. Concerning the 
Amphorae, the co-presence between the Italic types (6,006) and 
the undetermined ones (6,004) appears in dark blue. This opposi-
tion can be easily explained by the precision and the quality of 
ceramic studies for each site. In one site, the amphorae can be 
identified or not, but are rarely partly characterized.
Finally, three types of imports stand out in possessing inter-
category trends. Even if the Italic amphorae and the Campana are 
both highly distributed (12,648 Italic amphorae and 211 Campana 
ceramic), they seem to be significantly more associated compar-
ing to what could be expected by chance. The same remark works 
for the strainers (6041; MNI = 30), to a slightly lesser extent.
To summarize the main results for this horizon, the sig-
nificance matrix underlies a major combination of three imports 
(Italic amphorae, Campana ceramics, and strainers), which are 
all highly distributed but significantly associated together. Most 
of the other clear co-presences concerns some imports of the 
same categories (Ampurian and Campana ceramics, medical and 
hygiene instrumentum).
Recent Horizon: 1,009 Occupations, 39,298 Objects 
(Including 37,587 Amphorae)
During the Recent Horizon, and for the first time, all categories 
of imports are present. According to the numbers of discovered 
imports, we can start by saying that this horizon is the most 
decisive in the Mediterranean imports phenomenon (Figure 7). 
This densification reaches a quantitative step for which statistical 
analysis become particularly relevant. As many co-presences are 
achieved, significant trends are now numerous. As seen with the 
previous horizon, three categories stand out in the first matrix: 
amphorae, ceramics, and metal vessels. It specifically concerns the 
Italic amphorae (6006), the Campana ceramics (6010), and metal 
vessels, in particular strainers (6041) and patera (6042).
As during the previous horizon, many intracategory co-
presences seem to be significant, for example, the presence of 
some metal vessel with other types of metal vessel (Figure 7). It 
is particularly noteworthy that Iberian amphorae are specifically 
discovered where many Italic amphorae are identified. This pat-
tern occurs on several other matrices in this study and will be 
examined in the Section “Discussion.” Contrary to the Middle 
Horizon, however, many intercategory co-presences now stand 
out as particularly significant. The diagonal pattern observed in 
the previous matrix disappeared. They underlie links (in dark red) 
among the pieces of jewelry, the hygiene instrumentum, some 
metallic vessel, and the glass vessel, which are all significantly 
FigUre 6 | Matrices of co-present objects and significance matrix at european scale for the Middle horizon. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, 
weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art object; JEW, jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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associated. A similar comment applies to the Italic amphorae 
(6006) with the ceramic vessel.
An opposite pattern, however, strongly dissociates (in 
dark blue) the amphorae and the metallic vessel. Both Italic 
amphorae and late-republican vessel were in full use during the 
Recent Horizon. Those two categories are the more numerous 
imports in this period. Even if many of them are found in the 
same archeological context (cf. the simple co-presence matrix; 
Figure 7), the second matrix shows that this couple is signifi-
cantly less co-present than what we could expect considering 
FigUre 7 | Matrices of co-present objects and significance matrix at european scale for the recent horizon. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, 
weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art object; JEW, jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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their number. Many sites should possess either some amphorae 
or some metallic vessel. This scheme directly refers to the main 
known trend in the diffusion of Mediterranean imports: they 
are mostly imported in the western part of Latenian Europe. 
On the Eastern part, only the metallic vessel predominates. 
The Campana ceramics (6010) reflect the exact same opposi-
tion against the metallic vessel, underlying again its strong 
links with the amphorae. Furthermore, the Instrumentum, 
pieces of jewelry, and the glass vessel, even if strongly corre-
lated with the metal vessel, are, however, normally co-present 
FigUre 8 | Map of the five regions chosen for the studies.
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with the amphorae and ceramics. The same remark applies to 
the ceramic vessels (except the Campana), which are strongly 
related with amphorae but in normal relationship with the 
metallic vessel.
This major opposition between the association of Italic 
amphorae and Campana ceramics in one hand and the metallic 
vessel in a strong combination with the Instrumentum, the pieces 
of jewelry, and the glass vessel on the other hand is reminiscent 
of the well-known East/West distinction. They are clearly identi-
fied from the significance matrix. This situation underlines the 
importance of regional dynamics that remain to analyze. It is 
then necessary to change the scale of the analysis to be able to 
differentiate geographical phenomena, highlighting local cultural 
choices, from the simple problems of frequencies from Western 
to Eastern Europe.
regional scale
To improve geographical, cultural and historical consistency, 
five regions were selected and compared (Figure  8). Their 
extent is explained by the need of a balance between regional 
specificities and necessary number of sites and artifacts to build 
the matrices.
First, we chose to zoom on all sites in Great Britain. We simply 
called the region “England.” This is an interesting territory, due to 
its characteristics as an island. Indeed, it is a closed area and so the 
best option for a regional study. Also, it is one of the two furthest 
areas away from the Mediterranean world that we picked, and this 
is the last region affected by the imports phenomenon at the end 
of the Iron Age. The area includes several political and cultural 
territories, both on north and south of the Thames, such as the 
Dumnonii from Cornwall or the Cantii from Kent.
Then, we studied the sites along the “Channel Coasts,” but 
on the French side, between Brittany and the Seine estuary. We 
thought that it was interesting to analyze one of the departure 
zones to the “England” region, in such a way as to be able to 
compare the situations on both sides of the Channel. Culturally, 
this region includes the Armoricans and the Celtic territories of 
the Cotentin.
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Third, an area combining “Saône and Seine” valleys has been 
taken into account. This is the closest zone in Western Europe to 
the Mediterranean world we chose to study. Also, it is interest-
ing to note that this region stands on one of the most important 
communication axes, between the north and the south of Europe, 
along the Rhône, Saône, and Seine valleys. One more thing to take 
into account is that this area includes very influential populations 
of central Gaul, such as the Aedui.
The second to the last region is the north-eastern quarter of 
France, hanging over Belgium and Luxemburg. It is almost the 
limits of the eastern part of Belgium area, and we thus called it 
“Eastern Belgium.” After the “Saône & Seine” region, this area 
can be considered as one of the last steps on the south–north 
communication axis or rather one possible outlet. We have to 
specify that this region is very close to the northern border of the 
Celtic world, but it does not really qualify as a margin. The Celtic 
populations of this region are associated to the cultural group of 
the Belgae, and one of their most important tribes, the Treveri 
(Roymans, 1990).
Finally, as the last point, we chose to pick a region among 
the eastern Celtic territories, to make comparisons possible. 
So, we decided to add a fifth region, as “Eastern Celts,” defined 
from Bohemia to the Romanian border. In this region, the most 
dynamic part is by far Bohemia, which comprises the most active 
importer sites. This region has the largest surface area, but it is 
also the less densified area.
As much as possible, we tried to pick regions with the same 
order of magnitude (Figure  9), while maintaining a historical 
coherence. Only “Saône & Seine” possess a significantly high 
number of objects. This is due to the estimated number of ampho-
rae discovered on the only site of Chalon-sur-Saône (24,000). We 
can also note that “Eastern Belgium” region has a quite high aver-
age number of objects per site (10.7, whereas the other regions are 
rather around 5–6).
As with the European scale, these five regions were studied 
through the three chronological horizons, and the number of 
occupations and objects per horizon is presented in Figure 10.
Only few sites and objects are assigned to the Ancient Horizon, 
for each region. From there, we decided only to work on the 
Middle and Recent Horizons. Even with this restriction, we are 
not able to present the matrices of “England,” “Channel Coasts,” 
and “Eastern Celts” for the Middle Horizon. Thus, comparisons 
between the regions will mostly refer to the Recent Horizon.
“England” Region
Middle Horizon (250–50 BC): 11 Occupations, 44 Objects 
(Which Are 44 Amphorae)
As all the imports that were discovered in England during the 
Middle Horizon belong to a unique type (Dressel 1 A amphorae), 
it is not possible to work on artifacts associations.
Recent Horizon (150–0 BC): 100 Occupations, 669 Objects, 
Including 635 Amphorae
Amphorae and metal vessels are the only two categories imported 
to the island, except the occurrence of one stylus found in a funer-
ary context, which is an isolated case (Figure 11). The objects of 
the two categories can be discovered with other objects from their 
category or from the other one.
None of the types of objects are associated with others less 
than a random situation (no blue tones on the matrix); that is 
to say all the observed associations are rather reinforced, unlike 
the European patterns. Italic and Iberian amphorae types, and 
also undefined types, are significantly associated with each other, 
but it seems that the metal vessel is the artifact, which is the 
most significant with itself. Many associations between different 
types of metal vessel pieces are more frequent than a predictable 
situation. Therefore, it should be pointed out that there is a poor 
number of objects (MNI = 33), mostly found in funerary contexts 
(MNI = 27), which are closed contexts. To take an example, the 
ablution service (6030 and 6042) is more frequently associated to 
jugs (6037 and 6040).
Furthermore, the unusual association between tankards and 
jugs, shown by the matrix, seems to be specific to the England 
region (the rest of the Celtic world gives priority to cups). 
Contrary to the European matrix, the amphorae/metal vessel 
association (dark blue at large scale) is represented by a strong 
significance in England (red at regional scale), notably the 
bucket-Iberian amphora pair, which is mostly found in funerary 
contexts. These opposite situations show the importance of the 
regional options.
The last point to note is that there is no ceramic vessel in 
England at all, contrary to the situation observed in the “Channel 
Coasts” region (see below). Apparently, this kind of imports does 
not cross the Channel.
“Channel Coasts” Region
Middle Horizon: 33 Occupations, 438 Objects, Including 437 
Amphorae
During the Middle Horizon, the “Channel Coasts” region stands 
out by possessing a sufficient amount of objects (438 artifacts), 
but a weaker diversity than the other regions (Figure 12). Indeed, 
there are only two categories but the co-presences concern almost 
always the amphorae types. None of the sites of this region pos-
sessed ceramic or metal vessels, linked to wine consumption. In 
fact, 437 amphorae have been counted against only 1 ceramic ves-
sel piece. This important number of objects, already in the Middle 
Horizon, is notably due to the site of Paule (Côte-d’Armor) and 
its capacity to bring and concentrate Roman imports (372 
amphorae).
Recent Horizon: 90 Occupations, 240 Objects, Including 222 
Amphorae
At the Recent Horizon (Figure 12), the situation changes gradu-
ally. The amphorae category still dominates the other ones, but 
now we can notice the presence of the ceramic and metal vessel 
pieces and weapons. These categories take part in intracategory 
and intercategory associations.
Emphasis is notably given to the pair composed by a strong 
proportion of Italic amphorae and a weak presence of Iberian 
amphorae, but, unlike England region, mainly on settlements [in 
south Finistère and in the East of the region (Eure department), 
around the Seine valley].
FigUre 10 | The table presents the number of occupations and 
objects per horizon and per region.
FigUre 9 | The table shows the number of occupations, the number 
of objects (Mni), the average number of objects per site, and the 
median of Mni for each selected area.
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Although the metal vessel is booming during the Recent 
Horizon and there are already 33 pieces of metal vessels in England, 
there are just four objects on this side of the Channel. Indeed, 
among those, three strainers have been found on three different 
sites, also containing amphorae. The matrix seems to be showing a 
specific significance between strainers and weapons, but we think 
that this example shows the limit of this method. Because of the 
poor number of weapons (1% of the entire corpus), scattered only 
in the west half of Celtic Europe, significant co-presences with the 
other objects are highlighted in this region, in comparison with 
the European schemas. To solve the problem, we may proceed to 
a significance study region by region. We ruled this option out 
because it considerably reduces the number of artifacts and sites, 
increasing de facto the number of potential statistical errors. At 
the end, no significant association could remain.
“Saône & Seine” Region
Middle Horizon: 40 Occupations, 2,236 Objects, Including 
2,044 Amphorae
The matrices of the “Saône & Seine” region are relatively dif-
ferent from the previous ones (Figure 13). Indeed, it is already 
possible to observe a structured pattern, which consists of co-
presences between only 3 of 10 categories: amphorae, ceramics, 
and metal vessels. That means that the import choices are 
very selective at an early stage. The clear association between 
Italic amphorae (6006), Campana ceramic vessels (6010), 
and one particular type of metal vessel (strainers—6041) is 
particularly significant, and all the three categories interact 
with themselves.
A specific association, between ceramic and metal vessels, 
composed of strainers (6041) and Campana and common ceram-
ics (6010, 6011) is one of the two most significances of the matrix. 
It is interesting to note that this association is also significant at 
the European scale, as well as the association of Italic amphorae 
(6006) and the different types of ceramics (6009–6011).
However, the metal vessels associations are built on a different 
pattern from the European distribution. The specific association 
of Kelheim jugs, strainers, and ladles are significant for this region 
and, together they form the beginning of a wine service, not 
observed at the European scale during this period.
Recent Horizon: 194 Occupations, 30,092 Objects, Including 
29,576 Amphorae: 24,000 from Chalon-sur-Saone
The matrix is now denser (Figure 13). Some tendencies observed 
in the Middle Horizon are accentuated. New categories and new 
types also appear, such as the presence of weapons (6007) or 
instrumentum pieces (but only for writing—6014).
The clear association between Italic types of amphorae and 
Campana ceramics, all linked to wine consumption, observed 
for the Middle horizon, is still valid. The Italic amphorae 
and the ceramic for wine consumption appear as the basic 
association, which is present in a large number of sites. The 
link between the Campana ceramics and the common ceramic 
vessels, a European-scale feature, still continue at this chrono-
logical step, whereas the association between Italic amphorae, 
Campana ceramics, and strainers disappears. This regional 
characteristic is surprising, knowing that these items are the 
most widespread.
The 229 weapons are mostly present on some important 
fortified sites (Bibracte, Alésia, or Basel), if this category is more 
significant than the predictable model, it may well be caused by 
targeted deliveries, specifically in the huge import centers, where 
the items are co-present with the other imported products.
The European association between the use of Greek alphabet 
and the writing instrumentum is also emphasized in the “Saone 
& Seine” region (composed of 54 Greek alphabets uses and 18 
stylets and seal boxes). This significant pair seems to be logical but 
deserved to be underlined for the preconquest period.
In this region, the three different metal vessel services 
(ablution, preparation, and service) are represented by the dif-
ferent types of metal vessel pieces (19 types of 21). However, 
even if the metal vessel is the third most imported category in 
this region (Figure 13), the corresponding square of intracat-
egory co-presences shows the absence of specific significance 
(red or blue). This is very far from the European dense red 
pattern. Thus, the different pieces are neither significantly 
associated nor significantly dissociated. They just fit to the 
random situation. It is even more surprising because of the 
period (full use of late republican Roman metal vessels in 
the Celtic world) and the way these objects must be used, in 
several pieces services.
FigUre 11 | Matrix for the “england” region at the recent horizon and table of the Mni objects in “england” region per category for Middle and 
recent horizons. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art object; JEW, jewellery; 
GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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“Eastern Belgium” Region
Middle Horizon: 41 Occupations, 214 Objects, Including 197 
Amphorae
With 41 occupations, the “Eastern Belgium” region has the same 
number of occupations as the “Saône & Seine” region, but the 
number of objects is much less important (214 against 2,236; 
Figure 14). Indeed, the Middle Horizon matrix is less dense, and 
the co-presences are very scattered.
The situation is quite different from that in the neighboring 
region, at the same period. Regarding the types, we can note 
that it is the same amphorae and ceramics types as in “Saône 
& Seine” region (Italic amphorae—6006 and the less frequent 
ceramics—6009), but their behavior is different. In this 
region, there is no association inside a given category, which 
is particularly significant. We can argue that it could mean an 
important homogeneity inside the Amphorae and Ceramic 
categories. Indeed, Italic amphorae represent more than 90% 
of the amphorae corpus of this region (MNI = 180/197).
Regarding the metal vessel, two types are favored in this 
region, namely the basins, very significant in association with 
Iberian amphorae, and the patera (two pieces from the ablution 
service) associated with ceramics (6009). Here, the strainers are 
rare, whereas they are very numerous in the southern region. In 
addition, they are never co-present with amphorae and ceramics, 
and their presence is as significant as a random distribution.
Another difference with the “Saône & Seine” region is the 
presence of a piece of jewelry (one undefined discovered on a 
fortified site) that brings just a touch of originality to the Middle 
Horizon matrices.
Recent Horizon: 121 Occupations, 1,561 Objects, Including 
1,345 Amphorae
We are faced here again with a matrix schema very different 
from the European situation (Figure  14). Comparing the 
matrices of the Middle and Recent Horizons, we may say that 
the situation does not evolved a lot. Indeed, even in the most 
recent period, there are not so much significant co-presences; 
all are more present than predictable. Also, there are still not 
so much intracategory significant co-presences, and metal 
vessels are the only objects concerned. However, none of the 
co-presences are the same as in the previous horizon. Different 
types of amphorae, ceramics, or metal vessel are significantly 
associated.
Regarding amphorae, the recurrent Italic type (6006; 
MNI = 800) of the first century BC stands alongside the unde-
fined amphorae (6004), mostly in association with strainers 
FigUre 12 | Matrix for the “channel coasts” region at recent horizon and table of the Mni objects in “channel coasts” region per category for 
Middle and recent horizons. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art object; JEW, 
jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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(6041; MNI = 38), which were absent before. For the ceramics, 
the focus is on the Campana types (6010; MNI =  54), also in 
regular association with strainers.
Concerning the metal vessel, unless strainers as seen just 
above, the associations for the other types are not so obvious, 
except between jug (6040) and patera (6042).
This region is very interesting to study for its chronological 
evolution from the Middle to the Recent Horizons. No clear 
organization arose before; now it appears that this region made 
imports choices showing a determination to drink wine in 
accordance with the Mediterranean practices, as reflected by 
the significant co-presences between Italic amphorae, Campana 
ceramics, and pieces of the service for wine preparation (strainers 
above all).
“Eastern Celts” Region
Recent Horizon: 44 Occupations, 276 Objects, Including 21 
Amphorae and 183 Metal Vessel Pieces
This is the only picture we have of the situation in the East of 
Europe (Figure 15). Moreover, the few numbers of occupations 
and objects did not allow us to draw a matrix for the Middle 
Horizon. We can just study the matrix of the Recent Horizon. 
However, it readily appears that it is much different from all the 
other regions but all at once, it is certainly the matrix closest of 
to European pattern. All the represented types are associated to 
intracategories and intercategories relations.
First, for the first time, the metal vessel is predominantly 
significant intracategories and intercategories, as well as the 
instrumentum, glass vessel, and pieces of jewelry categories. These 
features constitute a whole different pattern in comparison to the 
four other regions.
The presence of the ceramic vessel is mostly non-significant. 
The exception is the “negative relation” between the Campana 
type (6010) with all the types of amphorae, which shows a total 
dissociation of these two categories. That also is a new categorical 
schema.
Finally, the amphorae must be mentioned for their very specific 
features in central Europe. Their co-presences with themselves 
and ceramic and metal vessels are particularly less significant in 
this area than everywhere else, notably because they infrequently 
reach the East of the Celtic world, depicting an unprecedented 
situation.
This significance matrix is probably the most interesting of 
all to show the weight of the regional differences in European 
studies, the necessity to work at varied scales and particularly 
when zooming on specific regions, as the Eastern Celts area. 
Indeed, glass vessels, instrumentum, and pieces of jewelry, 
associated with numerous sets of metal vessels and the absence 
FigUre 13 | Matrices for the “saône & seine” region at Middle and recent horizons and table of the Mni objects in “saône & seine” region per 
category for Middle and recent horizons. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art 
object; JEW, jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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of amphorae, draw a pattern reflecting the specificity of local 
import choices.
To conclude, we can say that the regional approach allows 
us to better understand the geographical differences in the way 
imported artifacts are tied to one another. Indeed, at the European 
scale, the very heavy weight of amphorae in the west of Europe 
prevents us from viewing a part of the other phenomena. Helped 
with the regional scale, amphorae proportions were not a problem 
FigUre 14 | Matrices for the “eastern Belgium” region at Middle and recent horizons and table of the Mni objects in “eastern Belgium” region per 
category for Middle and recent horizons. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art 
object; JEW, jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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FigUre 15 | Matrix for the “eastern celts” region at the recent horizon and table of the Mni objects in “eastern celts” region per category for 
Middle and recent horizons. ALPH, alphabet; AMP, amphorae; WEAP, weapons; CER, ceramic wares; INSTR, instrumentum; COIN, coin; ART, art object; JEW, 
jewellery; GLA, glass vessel; METAL, metal vessel.
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for matrices construction anymore. Controlling geographical and 




A general observation is that each regional matrix shows a 
very specific co-presence schema. If all those regions imported 
Mediterranean artifacts, it seems that they all made their own 
blend from the Mediterranean offer. It can be used as an element 
suggesting some active selections rather than passive integration 
of those artifacts by Celtic societies. We do not just work on Greek 
and Roman selective exports rather than specific imports chosen 
by the different Celtic people. This study effectively deals with the 
supply (-ies) and the demand (-s).
Another general observation on the seven regional matrices 
is that the regional restrictions induce more often the discovery 
of significant associations rather than significant dissociations. 
This supports our primary hypothesis: geographical restrictions 
uncover significant co-presences that were not significant at the 
European level. Indeed if significant dissociations were found 
repeatedly at the regional levels, it would indicate that sites on 
which the corresponding artifacts were co-present are spread all 
over Europe.
“Saône & Seine” and “Eastern Belgium” Regions
Of our five selected zones, the “Saône & Seine” region is the closest 
to the Mediterranean Sea. It is considered as a major circulation 
axis since the Bronze Age and should have played a key role in the 
diffusion of Mediterranean imports in Gaul, in particular in the 
Western regions that are studied in this article.
The favored position of this region, along this axis used to 
convey Roman imports, accentuates the idea of a cultural prox-
imity between those Celtic civitates and the Roman Republic. 
The link between the Aedui tribe and the Italic leading class is 
also well known (Caesar, BG, I, 33). For these precise reasons, 
we thought it could be the region where the Mediterranean 
drinking wine practices were the most replicated. During 
the Middle horizon, the significant relations are, in one 
hand, between strainers and Campana ceramics, and on the 
other hand, between Campana ceramics and Italic amphorae. 
There is no particular association between strainers and Italic 
amphorae, but we could already see the mentioned relations 
as the beginning of a drinking consumption set. That said, the 
chronological evolution may be surprising notably because of 
the absence of the metal vessels in significant relations with 
amphorae, even if there are both present on the same sites 
(co-presences relations). At the Recent Horizon, the adoption 
of the Roman wine consumption (29,576 amphorae have been 
recorded in this region), as well as the diversification of imports 
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in other spheres of the everyday life (reflecting cultural prac-
tices from Roman Republic like types of ceramic used for Italic 
cooking methods like frying), nevertheless give a conflicting 
picture of Celtic societies trying to imitate the Mediterranean 
world way of life while adopting specific practices with this 
exogenous material (amphorae and pieces of drinking vessels 
not specifically associated). Could we make the hypothesis that, 
in this region, wine became such a “daily” product, so far as it 
was not specifically associated with formal vessels anymore? As 
explained in the Section “Methodology,” this conclusion might 
be too strong, as having non-significant co-presences does not 
rule out a deliberate association between the artifacts. This is 
typically a question that could be explored in more details given 
additional data.
This region is also the best example to talk about the weapons 
“imports.” With the coins, it is one of the most difficult categories 
to interpret, because of its hybrid status. The presence of Roman 
weapons is not necessarily due to economic imports, in the true 
sense of the term. It can refer to other ways of procurement. As 
far as possible, we tried to avoid recording weapons associated 
to the Roman military presence and looked for items, which 
most probably crossed the cultural frontiers. Thus, there are 
many records of gladii (sword) and pugiones (dagger) discovered 
on the main fortified sites of the Celtic world (Corent, Bibracte, 
Essey-lès-Nancy, Basel, Titelberg, Port-en-Bessin, etc.) and in 
funerary contexts (Esvres-sur-Indre, Guibiasco, Berry-Bouy, 
Pîtres, etc.). The recurrence of the weapon presences in the main 
import centers of the Celtic world may be one reason for their 
numerous significant relations with the other categories in this 
particular region (Greek alphabets, amphorae, ceramic vessels, 
instrumentum, and metal vessels).
The “Eastern Belgium” consists of a neighboring region of 
our “Saône & Seine” area. The merchandises coming from the 
Mediterranean Sea should have a priori been transported across 
the “Saône & Seine” region to join the “Eastern Belgium” zone.
The modifications between the Middle and the Recent horizon 
are certainly the most radical among all the regions: none of the 
significant associations of the Middle horizon are shared during 
the Recent horizon. If the patterns of the Middle horizon seem 
to be scattered (with regard to diverse categories), the Recent 
Horizon schemas are organized around a group of three specific 
item types, as to know: Italic amphorae (6006), Campana ceram-
ics (6010), and strainers (6041). Can we consider these three types 
as a complete set for the wine consumption in the Celtic world? 
It is tempting!
The two regions, which can be considered on the same economi-
cal journey for Mediterranean products traveling to the north, 
seem to share a specific association between amphorae (Italic), 
metal (strainers), and ceramic vessels (Campana), but not at the 
same period. Indeed, we can observe a chronological gap: this set 
is associated, more or less, in the Middle horizon in “Saône and 
Seine” region and in the Recent Horizon in “Eastern Belgium,” 
as it could match to a diffusion of this wine consumption way to 
the north of the Celtic world. We can precise that these specific 
items are the most numerous of their category and also the most 
widespread. This specific trio is present on 26 occupations all over 
the studied area. Among these 26, 4 occupations are discovered 
in “Eastern Belgium” and 8 of them in “Saône and Seine” region. 
Accumulated, it is almost half of the global number. Thus, it is 
in this corridor that the wine consumption set trio is the most 
present. The main delivery way would also be the main diffusion 
vector of the Roman culture.
“England” and “Channel Coasts” Regions
The “England” region is situated at the border of the diffusion 
area of Mediterranean imports. The absence of ceramic wares is 
the most distinctive feature of this area. Unlike the other regions, 
the English area imported a few number but a quite large variety 
of metal vessels. It appears as an occasional supply that is mostly 
discovered on sites also importing some amphorae. Regional 
studies already highlighted that those imports are particularly 
linked with the funerary contexts of eastern England, north of 
the Thames (Carver, 2001). This observation should also be high-
lighted by dividing co-presences matrices between settlements 
and funerary contexts. That remains to be done in the future.
This east/west difference could also come from the history of 
the imports deliveries in England, which used two main entries. 
This hypothesis needs to be studied from the two sides of the 
Channel. The first statements we suggested here intend, in a first 
step, to provide a new material to perceive the links in the way 
populations of both sides of the Channel consumed Mediterranean 
imports between England and the Channel Coasts areas on the 
one hand and between England and the northern Gaul on the 
other hand.
The “Channel Coasts” matrices can be summarized to a major 
association involving amphorae and ceramic vessels, at both the 
Middle and Recent Horizons. However, we cannot perceive the 
same recurrent combination of Italic amphorae and Campana 
vessels that characterizes the other areas. The slow regional 
evolution causes the structured sets used for wine consumption 
to be invisible, even in the most Recent Horizon. Moreover, the 
fact that the number of amphorae diminishes during that time 
whereas the imports types tend to diversify, a situation observed 
nowhere else, is clearly one of the leads we have to follow to better 
understand the decisions made by these populations.
Also, the absence of metal vessels must be underlined. Indeed, 
the effectives of these items are higher for all the neighboring 
regions, even in “England” region (33 metal vessel pieces in the 
Recent Horizon). We could argue that in this region there is no 
deficiency of the supply network rather than a rational choice, 
very selective, favoring the amphorae above everything else.
These two regions, studied together, also interested us. We 
wanted to be able to compare the imported items on both sides 
of the Channel. The presence of ceramic vessel was very anecdotal 
during the Recent Horizon (five items), and moreover they did 
not achieve English shores. The general distribution of this cat-
egory is gradually reduced from the south of Gaul to the north. 
We can wonder if the absence in English contexts is due to a lack 
of delivery or if it is a choice of the Britton populations, as in 
“Channel coasts” region.
Then, an interesting connection, highlighted by both the 
European and the English matrices, but also in “Channel 
coasts” region, is the link between Italic and Iberian amphorae, 
at the Recent horizon. The effectives of these two types are not 
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comparable (more than 30,000 Italic amphorae and only less than 
300 Iberian amphorae recorded in the database for the entire 
Celtic world). Trying to understand why regions, where Italic 
amphorae were numerous, also imported Iberian amphorae, from 
the first century BC, we can suppose that it maybe due to:
 – to taste other wine varieties,
 – to stand out from the other sites and to show more power,
 – because of the specificities of deliveries methods and actors,
 – or in a more pragmatic way, due to the lower cost of the 
Catalonia wine production (Cunliffe, 1993:160),
 – and preferentially a mix of all of these reasons.
Now we established the link between those two types of 
Amphorae, we have to examine the contexts of these finds to evi-
dence a functional relation in their use (domestic consumptions, 
funerary practices, etc.).
“Eastern Celts” Region
As already highlighted (Pierrevelcin, 2012), the “Eastern Celts” 
region comes out as distinctly different from Western Europe 
(specific chronological evolution, local material culture, par-
ticular funerary practices, etc.). This is also true in the case of 
imports field. Indeed, this regional matrix is really different than 
the others and highlights numerous significant associations never 
seen elsewhere between metal and glass vessel, instrumentum, 
and jewelry categories.
The few discovered amphorae in this area partly belong not 
only to a specific type produced on the east coast of the Italian 
peninsula, the Lamboglia 2, but also to the types discovered on 
the western part of Europe (Dressel). It is nearly impossible to say 
if those amphorae reached “Eastern Celts” region after a very long 
trip, through the Gallic territories, crossing the German border, 
potentially going down the Danube until the center of Europe or 
if they had, more “simply,” to climb the Alpine barrier, as a shorter 
way. In that case, the same outlets do not mean same delivery 
networks.
Through this region, we can highlight the fact that the choices 
made by the different Celtic tribes do not match throughout 
Europe and perfectly reflect the local expectations. The very 
different pattern drawn in the “Eastern Celts” matrix reflects 
more than the absence of amphorae in the center of Europe and 
probably the absence of wine drinking, by extension. It looks like 
a situation beyond the only problem of the absence of the wine 
containers. It seems that all the import system is different and 
based on other choices made by Eastern Celtic tribes, not biased 
in favor of a Mediterranean wine consumption set.
However, one interesting common point with the other regions 
is that the diversity of imports refers to the main settlements. The 
objects occasionally found, like amphorae or ceramic vessels, are 
only present on the major oppida of the region. This diversity 
stands out in the case of the major settlements, as was the case 
of “Saône & Seine.” This particularity, however, is expressed with 
the opposite imports. It seems like a permanent feature through 
the entire Celtic world that oppida are, among all types of sites, 
the most dynamic, the most attractive, and the most capable of 
attracting imports, both in terms of quantity and diversity.
In the end, the first statement about the diffusion of products 
in a neighboring area would imply that the further away you 
move from the exporter area, the more the regions tend to receive 
the cargo bottom. It would mean that they would possess less 
numerous and less diversified imports and that the diversity of 
types of each region would be a subselection of the neighboring 
region situated closer to the origin of the artifacts. The diffusion 
of Mediterranean imports appears, however, as far more com-
plex. Even if the most distant regions from the Mediterranean 
(“England” and “Eastern Celts” areas) are characterized by a 
lower diversity of categories, the observations presented above 
obviously highlight regional characteristics. All of them have to 
be considered as regional compromises between what is possible 
to obtain (delivery difficulties) and what people choose to possess 
(specific choices).
The overview of different regional cases enables us to evidence 
some preferential choices, as regular associations between, on one 
hand, amphorae, ceramic, and metal vessel inside their own cat-
egory and, on the other hand, between specific types of amphorae 
and ceramic vessels and types of amphorae and metal vessels. We 
have to interrogate these recurrent associations. Is it like a trend 
for specific Mediterranean products? Or does it more especially 
answer to particular Celtic needs, filling a gap in a cultural system 
based on community sharing of alcoholic beverages?
about the archeological contributions
The depiction of European and regional matrices allowed us to 
point out some interesting associations highlighting cultural, 
economic, and political choices. Indeed, the specific composition 
of objects blends, based on the number of their significant co-
presence inside the Celtic occupations is related to:
 – The cargoes made for the deliveries and/or for specific orders;
 – either, the modes of utilization or the consumption modes of 
these products by Celtic populations;
 – or, the layouts of the rejections or deposits, once the object has 
been used.
The matrices we realized allowed us not only to confirm some 
hypotheses but also to bring to light new aspects. With the state 
of progress of our research project on Mediterranean imports, we 
would like to highlight three particular points, which seem to be 
important for us and the future development of our researches.
Clear Different Imports System in West and East of 
Europe
To our knowledge, there is no global map of the Mediterranean 
imports phenomenon at the European scale.2 So, the study we 
suggest is unique from this point of view.
This scale already allowed us drawing a map showing, in the 
clearest way, the preferential imports of amphorae in the west 
of Europe and the total disregard for them in central Europe. 
It certainly remains the eventual probability that the wine 
containers were not amphorae, but in a perishable material and 
thus not found. For now, there is insufficient proof to support 
2 The closest work is certainly the study directed by Olmer et al. (2013).
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this assumption, and archeological analysis cannot be based 
on absent evidences. In addition, our work on the significance 
matrices allows us going further with this amphorae presence/
absence difference and enables us to characterize another import 
system, highlighting the patterns and structures corresponding 
to particular eastern Celts choices, not similar to the western 
imports preferences.
In the East of Europe, the preferential import is the metal vessel 
(biggest effective). There are no evidences for Mediterranean wine 
import (at large scale). So, we have to suppose that this absence 
implies chosen drinks from local production. In the ritualized 
alcoholic beverage consumption field, as during the imported 
practice of Mediterranean banquet, the values associated with 
Mediterranean wine import everywhere else in the Celtic world, 
as richness (wine imports can be bought), power (wine imports 
can be brought from faraway), or prestige (wine imports can be 
drunk, given away, even almost squandered) can be considered as 
rather anecdotal. The fact that there is no wine import implies that 
richness, power, and/or prestige linked to ritualized consumption 
are here underestimated but it does not mean that they are absent. 
They are very probably bound to other imports, to other fields 
of the everyday life. The hypothesis we can venture is that the 
prestige carried by wine consumption in the west is replaced, 
among the Eastern Celts, by other practices, as for example, 
wearing imported jewelries (73 pieces discovered in the “Eastern 
Celts” regions, 4 pieces in the 4 other western areas), showcasing 
the appearance of individuals (in contrast to the ability to hoard 
in western Europe). This idea must be compared to the discovery 
contexts of this imports category, notably on funerary sites.
Thus, this eastern system is a completely different approach to 
the Mediterranean introduction products in the Celtic cultural 
field, not based on wine consumption prestige as in the west of 
Europe.
Importation of Goods vs. Importation of the 
Associated Practices?
Archeology has definitely provided evidences that popula-
tions from the whole Celtic world imported artifacts from the 
Mediterranean area. Those different categories of goods are now 
commonly discovered in Latenian context. However, archeology 
only allows us to approach partially, even sometimes to consider 
only through assumptions, the way those societies had appropri-
ated those objects. Did they use it according to Mediterranean 
rules and practices, following the Greek and Roman habits? Did 
they also import the practices associated with those objects? Or, 
on the contrary, did the imported artifacts arrive in those faraway 
lands stripped of all their cultural contents?
The fact that complete sets for wine consumption are most of 
the time not significantly associated could be seen as a first clue. 
In Mediterranean traditions, the wine is often consumed during 
more or less ritualized practices (banquet). They involved several 
steps: the guest performs the ablutions, and the wine is prepared 
then it is served. Specific types of metal vessel are used for each of 
those steps. The absence of this triple service on Latenian contexts 
may imply that consumption practices were not strictly observed 
or even known. What mattered may have been to simply impress 
the most important guests by possessing an amphora to uncork 
and some imported metal vessel. Furthermore, we evidenced 
that in most of the cases, the amphorae (and accordingly wine) 
are not associated with the pieces of metal vessel in which wine 
should have been consumed, which were rarely imported. Celts 
may not have cared for the whole Roman ritual of wine prepara-
tion and consumption. Without saying that they only looked for 
drunkenness, the absence of metal vessels associated with wine 
consumption implies that the Celts used those imports according 
to their needs and their own value system. The content may have 
been more important than the container.
Another indication could come from the study of contexts of 
discovery. We mentioned that “Eastern Belgium” and “England” 
made a specific use of metal vessel in funerary contexts (Metzler 
et al., 1991; Carver, 2001).
This association is unique in the La Tène world. In the 
Mediterranean area, those objects are practical objects for 
everyday life. They are never placed in the graves to symbolize 
the wealth or power of the dead. Libations and banquets were 
generally organized during the funerals next to the grave, but 
those objects did not accompany the dead into the next world. 
This difference consists of a genuine change in the use of those 
artifacts and the message they carry: simple ceramic tableware 
has its original usage changed to become the content of the 
dead’s viaticum. In this case, the idea of Romanization via the 
introduction of Mediterranean objects must be balanced. The 
imported object may have partially lost the symbolical substance 
it possessed in the cultural area where it came from.
The identification of particular structured imports associations 
and/or dissociations and the study of their discovery contexts 
provide some new elements in the understanding of the place 
Latenian populations gave to those imported objects and their 
semantics.
Diversity and Effective Factors: Status Markers or 
Geographical Pressure?
This study focused specifically on highlighting regional differ-
ences to analyze the heterogeneity of the phenomenon across 
Europe. It is clear, however, that the distribution of Mediterranean 
imports is not uniform inside those different areas and that the 
set of imports strongly differs from one site to another. It is not a 
new point either that Mediterranean imports, as luxury items in 
the La Tène world, have to be considered as archeological markers 
of settlements’ status (Malrain, 2000; Menez, 2009). Wealth and 
power can be demonstrated by both quantity (effective of items) 
and diversity (number of categories and types) of those precious 
goods. Thus, three groups of region can be created:
 – low effective and low diversity: “England” and “Channel coast” 
regions
 – high effective and high diversity: “Saône & Seine” and “Eastern 
Belgium” regions
 – low effective and high diversity: “Eastern Celts”
The combination “high effective and low diversity” was not 
observed in the studied areas.
“Saône & Seine” and “Eastern Belgium” regions are on the 
most important penetration axis for Mediterranean products, 
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and they also are the closest areas from the Roman export zone. 
We can argue that the geographical proximity factor is one of the 
most determinants for high effectives and diversity.
In the same way, the “Eastern Celts” region is situated the 
farthest from the issuing areas. For Bohemia and its neighboring 
regions, distance may have had an impact on the quantity of items 
carried to central Europe, obviously not on the diversity (highest 
number of categories: 9/10).
Both “Channel Coasts” and “England” also are two regions 
among the most faraway areas from the Mediterranean see, that 
is why we could suppose that distance and delivery problems may 
not have given them the possibility of possessing a high effec-
tive of imports and that they had to express power with the few 
they received. We have to keep in mind, however, that amphorae 
are the most cumbersome and heavy goods imported from 
Mediterranean. They are, however, the main import discovered 
in the “Channel Coasts” and “England.”
In the end, it seems that geographical pressures (and nota-
bly the distance) are one of the key factors in the diffusion of 
Mediterranean products and have a significant impact notably 
on the quantity of imported items. However, the concentration 
of many exogenous goods categories may be identified at status 
markers on specific types of sites (as fortified urban centers?) able 
to gather products from different export zones, from different 
cultural field (consumable goods, vessels, pieces of jewelries, etc.).
In more general terms, the variety of blends from one site to 
another can manifest in differences in quantities and diversity of 
imports and in the choice of specific artifacts for specific contexts. 
Those distinctions can rely on:
 – Time, when the three horizons we used are not precise enough 
to follow the evolution of the imported sets of artifacts;
 – Function, for example, when specific types of objects are 
selected to be placed in the graves;
 – Culture, when subregions develop specific selections;
 – Proximity to the importer areas and to the main communica-
tion axis (land and river routes);
 – Status and sites hierarchy, as the studied objects are prestige 
goods. The richest sites can a priori possess types that are not 
found in more common settlements.
This theoretical diversity is largely exemplified in our area. The 
next step will be to determine whether distinctive associations of 
artifacts may characterize some of the sites, types of sites, sub-
regions, and so on. By combining tools from Network Analysis 
(exploration of a 2-mode network), formal statistics (Ascending 
Hierarchical Classification and Factorial Correspondence 
Analysis), and spatial analysis, we hope to find some coherence 
in the large heterogeneity of the phenomenon. We hope it would 
also bring new insights about the organization of the supply 
network and the several roles all the settlements may have played 
at different scales in the diffusion of these exogenous goods.
about the Use of co-presence Matrices 
and significance score
From the methodological point of view, significance matrices 
have proven an effective tool for visualizing data, both in terms of 
diversity and preferential associations. They enable us to quickly 
highlight crucial features and facilitate their comparisons. The 
selections we operated involved chronological and regional 
distinctions, but we could also have used the types of sites, by 
comparing, for example, the co-presences of objects between 
funerary sites and settlements in the same area and at the same 
period.
This tool, however, suffers from one main limitation. The 
available data from the input table counting the number of objects 
of each type discovered on each site are not all exploited. The 
significance matrices are computed from binary presence matri-
ces, disregarding the MNI. More specifically, the matrix considers 
the discovery of 100 amphorae of type A and 100 ceramic wares 
of type B similar to the discovery of 100 amphorae of type A 
and 1 ceramic ware of type B. If this information can be kept 
when graphically representing the 2-mode network (sites-objects 
network) by adding a weight on the edges, the projection into 
two 1-mode networks is generally associated to an aggregation 
of those weights into a single value, for instance the average NMI 
or its median. Finding an appropriate aggregation strategy is a 
difficult problem.
In the end, co-presences matrices and significance matrices 
can be valuable tools when used in a complementary way with 
other methods. For example, distribution maps remain as one 
of the most used in the study of the spread of artifacts, including 
Mediterranean imports (e.g., Olmer et al., 2013). They are indeed 
made for working on geographical phenomena. But this kind of 
tool does not easily allow the combination of several pieces of 
information on the same map. A map quickly becomes illegible 
if we intend to show the spread of various types of artifacts, par-
ticularly if one site itself possesses several of them. Co-presence 
matrices, however, require defining of spatial groups if we want 
to compare one region to another, but are meant to clearly show 
regularities in objects associations. Then, co-presence matrices, 
or even Networks Analysis in general, are to be considered as 
tools and not an end in themselves. They become valuable when 
inserted into a set of tools, which offer complementary perspec-
tives on the same phenomenon.
cOnclUsiOn
This article was the second step of our research project on the 
Mediterranean imports. This project started during the summer 
of 2015, with the creation of the team, the development of the 
methodology, the data shaping, and the first definitions of the 
problematic, which were still evolving. The first stage consisted 
of the project presentation during the network session of the 
European Archeological Association annual meeting in Glasgow 
(September 2–5, 2015), which is published in this volume.
This unusual project benefits from an unpublished corpus of 
data, an ambitious scale of work and a methodology never tested 
on such objects as it has dealt with. As in all new approaches, we 
still face unexpected problems and difficulties from day to day. 
We had to domesticate a large amount of data, which was not 
created for our type of analysis. We also had to create our own 
tools, as typological organizations, chronological divisions, and 
a way to calculate the significance of the observed associations 
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on the co-presence matrices. This is a standard procedure for 
an exploratory approach. All this preparation time and those 
methodological trials and errors were of course time consuming 
but also instructive for our unprecedented process. We are now 
capable of identifying methodological problems, notably due 
to the quality of the data (heterogeneous corpus, chronological 
imprecision, etc.), and we are on the track to solve them or at least 
to lower their influence on the results.
The matrices, created for this article, are already highly instruc-
tive and provide a major step forward in the project course. The 
methodology we used and the matrices we drew allow us to obtain 
consistent results in preferential associations between imported 
objects and set the stage for a better understanding of the eco-
nomic and even political and social uses of these Mediterranean 
products in the Celtic world.
We would of course like to be able to pursue this project in 
months and years to come. The next priority step is to work on the 
occupations. Indeed, to improve these first results and to go into 
the hypothesis in depth, we will have to group sites according to 
their preferential associations to gather groups of sites constituted 
on the similarity of the diversity and quantity of their objects. We 
also plan to combine other statistical and cartographic methods, 
such as classical distribution maps, spatial analysis, Ascending 
Hierarchical Classification, or classifications methods from 
networks analysis. The current task is the setting up of a Latent 
Block Model (LBM). It is applied on a bipartite network between 
some sites toward some objects, to suggest broad clusters of sites 
on the one hand and objects on the other hand. This probabilistic 
approach relies on the intensity of the links between sites and 
objects. For instance, different sites where significant amounts of 
the same artifact are found will likely be clustered together. In 
other words, the LBM would allow to link sites groups to specific 
sets of imported artifacts, taking into account the MNI. It would 
help to suggest to which extent particular associations of artifacts 
can be specific to some contexts.
In the end, this innovative work, still in progress, should pro-
vide new material for a better understanding of the complexity of 
the commercial relationships between Mediterranean and Celtic 
worlds at the end of the La Tène period.
aUThOr cOnTriBUTiOns
AF: data gathering, issues, analysis, interpretations, and writing. 
CF and FR: issues, analysis, interpretations, and writing.
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aPPenDiX  
a. calculating and representing 
significance Matrices
The score is based on the calculation of co-presences that could 
be observed under a random assignment model in which objects 
would be associated with sites at random, while preserving site 
diversities and object popularity. The rationale is to take into 
account differences between rare and frequent objects on the one 
hand, and between sites with high or low diversities of objects on 
the other hand, while removing the dependencies between sites 
and objects. Technically, this amounts to generating simulated 
binary data tables with marginal counts identical to the true data 
table.
Let us consider again the simple artificial example from 
Figure  3 with six sites and four objects. The presence matrix 
(without counts) is:
site\Object Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Object 4
Site A 1 1 0 0
Site B 1 1 0 0
Site C 0 0 1 0
Site D 0 0 1 1
Site E 0 1 1 1
Site F 0 0 1 1
Random versions of this table are obtained by choosing ran-
domly where to put the ones and the zeros under the constraints 
that the number of distinct object types observed at each site 
remain constant and that the number of sites in which an object 
type is found remains also constant. In other words, row and 
column sums must be kept equal to the initial one. In the example 
above, this means, for instance, that the column of Object 2 is 
constrained to contain 3 ones and 3 zeros. Similarly, the row 
of Site E must contain 3 ones and 1 zero. An example of such a 
random matrix is the following one:
site\Object Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Object 4
Site A 0 0 1 1
Site B 0 1 1 0
Site C 0 0 0 1
Site D 1 0 1 0
Site E 1 1 1 0
Site F 0 1 0 1
Notice that in the original matrix, Objects 3 and 4 were co-
present in three sites while they are only co-present on one site in 
the random matrix. Another possible random matrix is:
site\Object Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Object 4
Site A 1 0 1 0
Site B 0 1 0 1
Site C 0 1 0 0
Site D 1 0 1 0
Site E 0 1 1 1
Site F 0 0 1 1
In this case, Objects 3 and 4 are co-present on two sites. 
As shown on Figure 4, the co-presence matrix associated with 
the observed data is then:
co-presence Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Object 4
Object 1 NA 2 0 0
Object 2 2 NA 1 1
Object 3 0 1 NA 3
Object 4 0 1 3 NA
According to this co-presence matrix, the association between 
Object 3 and Object 4 seems to be strong, while the association 
between Object 2 and Object 3 seems to be weak. In the two 
random matrices, Object 3 and Object 4 were co-present on one 
or two sites, thus being co-present on three sites might still be 
considered significant. On the contrary Object 2 and Object 3 
were co-present on one or two sites, a thus being co-present on 
one site might happen by chance. Notice, however, that using 
only two random matrices is far from being sufficient, as detailed 
below.
In general, the random binary matrices are generated by a 
switching mechanism. One selects randomly two pairs of associ-
ated objects and sites (for instance, Site 1 and Object 1 as the 
first pair and Site 3 and Object 3 as the second one, in the above 
example). Then, the associations are swapped: the object of the 
first pair is now associated with the site of the second pair and 
vice versa. The process is repeated a sufficient number of time to 
produce a random table. This is a particular case of edge switching 
in networks (Tabourier et al., 2011).
Given the simulated tables/networks, co-presences are com-
puted as on the original data. For each pair of objects, we obtain 
this way a collection of numbers of sites of co-presence. Then, 
the true number is ranked among this collection. A small rank 
indicates that the number of sites on which the pair of objects 
are co-present is significantly smaller than expected under the 
random model: this means that when one of the object is present 
in a site, the other is specifically not present. A high rank indicates 
on the contrary that the number of sites on which the pair of 
objects are co-present is significantly larger than the expected 
number under the random model: this means that when one of 
the object is present in a site, the other is also present. In order 
for the ranks to be significant, we generated for the real data 1,000 
random matrices. 
Let us consider a few cases extracted from the example above. 
As the example is very simple, we can generate 10,000 random 
matrices (rather than 1,000 in the real data case).The distribu-
tion of the co-presences of Object 3 and Object 4 is given by the 
following table:
Number of sites of co-presence 1 2 3
Number of random instances 3,779 5,449 772
The table shows that out of 10,000 random matrices, 772 
are such that Object 3 and Object 4 are co-present on 3 sites. 
Therefore, this co-presence level happens by chance in almost 
8% of the case and should not be considered significant. In fact, 
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in this particular example, none of the co-presence levels are 
significant. This is mostly a consequence of using a very small and 
simple presence matrix. In the real data, significant values occur 
frequently. For instance at the middle horizon, Italic amphorae 
and Campana ceramic vessels are co-present on 34 sites, while the 
highest number of sites in which they are co-present in random 
matrices is 31. Thus, the association is highly significant, a shown 
in Figure 6 and discussed in the text.
In order to visualise the ranks, a colour code is used. Low ranks 
are encoded in the matrix visualisation by blue tones, while high 
ranks use red tones. Central ranks correspond to typical values 
and to non significant co-presences, which is to co-presences that 
can be explained by chance. They are represented by a unique 
grey tone. We use seven colours, the unique grey tone, three blues 
and three reds. The red levels correspond to significance levels 
of 5, 2.5, and 0.5%. Thus, when a co-presence is displayed with 
the strongest red tone, the corresponding number of sites of co-
presence is reached in the random matrices at most in 0.5% cases 
(5 matrices out of 1,000). The blue levels are identical.



























6020  Greek Bronze Coin
6021 Greek Drachma Coin


















6036 Undetermined Metallic Vessel
6037 Oenochoe (Jug)
6038 Bitronconic Oenochoe
6039 Kelheim Oenochoe
6040 Pear-shaped Oenochoe
6041 Strainer
6042 Patera
6043 Simpulum (Ladle)
6044 Horizontal Simpulum
6045 Vertical Simpulum
6046 Situla (Bucket)
6047 Beaucaire Situla
6048 Ovoïd Situla
6049 Quadrangular Situla
